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FOREWORD

The Global Weather Experiment (GWE) , also known as the First GARP
Global
Experiment
(FGGE) ,
carried out
in 1978-1979 was an ambitious
international co-operative programme to measure the atmosphere globally.
Satellites, ships, aircraft and balloons provided the platforms for these
measurements, from which fields of various atmospheric variables were then
constructed. Of these, the wind field is the most critical for understanding
the global weather.
This field may be inferred from the pressure field of
extra-tropical regions, but in the equatorial regions direct measurements must
be made.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMOl has taken action to
compare and improve the accuracy of pressure, temperature and humidity (PTH)
sensors on radiosondes: hitherto the determination of the accuracy of various
tracking systems has been left to equipment manufacturers and individual users.
The need for global wind measurements has forced the use of a variety
of sounding systems in addition to the conventional land-based radars and
radio direction finders.
The only presently acceptable means of obtaining
vertical wind profiles from an aircraft or a ship without a stabilized
platform tracking radar is to use retransmitted navigational aid (navaid)
signals. Although this technology has been successfully utilized on balloons,
aircrafL and ships, its advantages and limitations have not been generally
known. Hence, this Technical Note has been prepared to provide the necessary
information for Study Area 1 (Optimized Observing System) of the Integrated
Systems Study (ISS) of the World Weather Watch (WWW).
It will also be useful
to those scientists who analyse data obtained from the Special Observing
Systems of the Global Weather Experiment, since many of the data were obtained
through the use of modern navigation technology.
Since the
wind-finding and
demonstrated, WMO
such techniques in

feasibility of using available navaid signals for upper-air
for locating the position of moving platforms has been
Members now have the possibility of conSidering the use of
their own observing networks.

I should like to take this opportunity to express the gratitude of
WMO to Mr A. Lange from the Finnish Meteorological Institute for the time and
effort he has devoted to preparing this valuable publication in his capacity
as elMO Rapporteur on the Meteorological Use of Navaid Systems.

~-G.O.P. Obasi
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

Several general-purpose systems have. been implemented throughout the
world to provide aids to navigation through the use ·of elec·tromagnetic waves
in the radiofrequencies. It so happens that several of these systems can also
serve as the basis for determining the position or motion of meteorological
observing devices or platforms.
The navigation aids (navaid) to be considered in this context include:
(a)

Terrestrially-based radionavigation networks such as Alpha and
Omega (VLF). Decca and Loran-C (LF). and various precision
radioloca tion systems in the VHF. UHF· and SHF radiofrequency
bands;

(b)

Satellite-based radiolocation systems such as the Service ARGOS
us·ing the observed Doppler shifts in the VHF or UHF radio
signals received by a low-orbiting satellite (TIROS-N/NOAA-A).
or the global positioning system (GPS) using illIF radio range
measurements from a set of satellites in higher orbits;

(c)

Self-contained
navigation
systems
such
as
the
inertial
navigation
system
(INS)
relying
on
accelerometers
and
gyroscopes. or on Doppler radars or sonars.

The radionavigation systems provide the basis for a suitable means of
tracking the motion of meteorological instrument platforms such as radiosondes. drifting buoys and free-drifting. constant-level balloons as well as
aircraft. For upper-air sounding systems using radiosondes or dropsondes. the
main advantage of the use of radionavigation lies in the fact that any wind
determinations based on such tracking are not seriously affected by the
movement of a data-collecting ship or aircraft.
Since the use of a navaid
method for wind-finding does not require a large moving antenna involving
intricate mechanical
components.
high equipment reliability is readily
achieved.
Automation
using
modern microprocessor
technology
is
also
feasible.
However. the reduction in capital costs .for the ground station
installation is more or less offset by an increase in the cost of expendables.
since the sonde contains more electronic components.

RESUME

a

Divers systemes
usage general ont ete mis en place, dans Ie monde
entier, pour fournir une aide
la navigation grace
l'utilisation des ondes
hertziennes de haute frequence.
Or, il se trouve que plusieurs de ces systemes peuvent egalement servir de base pour determiner la position ou Ie
deplacement de dispositifs ou de plates-formes d'observation meteorologique.

a

a

Font partie de ce groupe d'aides

a la

navigation (navaidl

al

les reseaux de radionavigation de terre, tels que ceux des systemes
Alpha et Omega (ondes myriametriques), Decca et Loran-e (ondes kilometriques), ainsi que divers systemes de radiolocalisation tres
precis fonctionnant dans les bandes des ondes metriques, decimetriques et centimetriques;

bl

les systemes de radiolocalisation par satellite, tels que Ie service
ARGOS qui utilise l' effet Doppler des signaux radioelectriques dans
la bande des ondes metriques ou decametriques re9us par un satellite
defilant sur orbite basse (TIROS-N/NOAA-A), ou Ie systeme mondial de
localisation qui utilise les mesures effectuees dans la bande des
ondes decimetriques par une serie de satellites defilant sur des
orbites
plus haute altitude;

a

cl

les systemes de navigation autonomes, tels que Ie systeme de navigation par inertie (INS l reposant sur l' emploi d' accelerometres et de
gyroscopes, ou bien de radars ou de sonars Doppler.

Les systemes de radionavigation constituent un bon moyen de suivre Ie
deplacement de plates-formes d' instruments meteorologiques
(radiosondes,
bouees derivantes, ballons libres
niveau constant et aeronefsl. Dans Ie cas
des systemes de sondage en altitude par radiosondes ou sondes parachutees. Ie
principal avantage de la radionavigation reside dans Ie fait que les valeurs
du vent determinees par ce moyen ne sont pas entachees d' erreurs dues au
deplacement d' un navire ou d' un aeronef de collecte de donnees.
Comme l' application d'une methode navaid de determination du vent n'exige pas une grande
antenne orientable
dispositifs mecaniques complexes, il est aise de parvenir
un degre eleve de fiabilite en ce qui concerne l'equipement. II est egalement possible d'automatiser Ie systeme grace aux techniques modernes du microprocesseur.
Toutefois, la reduction des depenses d' investissement afferentes
l' installation de stations au sol est plus ou moins compensee par l' augmentation des depenses afferentes au materiel consommable. du fait que les sondes.
comportent davantage de composantes electroniques.

a

a
a

a

PE3~ME

B MMpe DwnO C031BHO HeCKOnbKO CMCTeM oDlerO Ha3HB4eHMR B uenRX
ODeCne4eHMR COle~CTBMR HaSMraUMM nYTeM MCnOnb30SaHMR 3neKTpOMarHMTHYX
BOnH Ha paIM04aCTOTaX. BblRCHMnOCb, 4TO HeKOTOpble M3 3T11X CMCTeM MOrYT
TaKIe CnYIMTb B Ka4eCTSe OCHOBW InR onpeleneHMR MeCTOnOnOleHMR MnM nyTM
nepelBHleHHR MeTeOpOnOrH4eCKMX YCTPO~CTB MnM nnaTWOPM HaDn~leHMR.
BcnOMoraTenbHwe CpelCTBa InR HaSMrBUMM (HaBe~I), KOTOpye cnelyeT
paCCMaTpMBaTb S 3TOM KOHTeKCTe, BKn~4a~T cnelY~.Me:
a)

PacnonOleHHble Ha cywe CMCTeMbl palHOHaSMraUMM, TaKMe KaK AAbQJA M
OMEfA (04eHb SblCOKaR 4aCTOTa), lIEKKA MJIOPAH-C (HM3KaR 4aCTOTa) M
pa3nH4Hye npeUM3MOHHwe CMCTeMY palMonOKaUMM B IMana30Hax BWCOKMX,
CBepXBWCOKMX M ynbTpaBYCOKMX paIM04aCTOT;

b)

YCTaHoBneHHye Ha cnYTHMKax CMCTeMY palMonOKaUMM, TaKMe KaK CnYXDa
APfOC, Mcnonb3ymiaR HaDn~laeMYe 10nnepoBcKMe cMeleHMR B
palMOCMrHanax 04eHb SYCOKMX MnM ynbTpaswcoKMX 4aCTOT, nonY4aeMwx
cnyrHMKoM Ha HM3KO~ opDMTe (T~POC-H/HOAA-A) V,!IM CMCTeMa
onpeleneHMR MeCTononOleHMR B rnoDanbHOM MacwTaDe (fnC), B KOTOpoA
Mcnonb3ymTcR M3MepeHMR B IMana30He ynbTpasWCOKMX palM04aCToT,
nOcTyna~IMe OT cosoKynHocTM cnYTHMKOS Ha Donee SNCOKMX opDMTax;

c)

ABTOHOMHye HaBMraUMOHHwe cMCTeMN, TaKHe KaK MHepUHOHHaR
HaBMraUHOHHaR CMCTeMa (~HC) C Mcnonb30BaHHeM 2KcenepOMeTpoB M
rHpoCKonoB MnH palMonOKaTopOB MnM rMIPonOKaTOpos 31weKTa lIonnepa.

CMCTEMW palMoHaBMraUMM oDecne4MBamT OCHOBY InR npMeMneMwx cpelcTs
CfteXeHMR 3a nepelsMleHMEM nnaTiDOPM C MeTeOpOnO,v,4ECKHMI1 npMoopaM~1, TaKMX
KaK palM030HIW, Ipe~.ymIMe OYM M CBOOOIHO nepeMelamlMeCR Ha nOCTORHHOM
ypOBHe wapW-30HIW, a TaKle CaMOfteTW. InR a3POftOrv, U eCKMX CHCTeM
30HIMPOSBHMR, S KOTOPWX np~HeHRmTCR palM030HIW HnM CBMOfteTHWe
COpaCYSaeMWe 30HIY, OCHOBHoe npE~My.eCTBO Mcnonb30saHHA paA~OHBSMraUMM
3aKnm4aeTCR B TOM, 4TO nmowe onpeneneHMR BeTpa, OCHOSBHHwe H2 TaKOM
cneleHMM, He McnwTWBa~T Ha ceoe BnMRHMR nepeMeleHMR cYIHa Mnv, caMoneTa,
COOMPB~lero IBHHwe.
nOCKonbKY Mcnonb30BBHMe MeTOla HaBeAI InR
onpeleneHMR seTpa He TPeOyeT oonbwoA nepelSMIHOA aHTeHHW CO cnOIHWMM
~lexaHM4eCKMMM KOMnOHeHTaMM, nerKO 10CTMraeTCR BWCOKBR HaleIHOCTb
oOopYIOBaHMR. B03MOIHO TaKle M npMMeHeHMe aBTOMaTMKM C Mcnonb30BaHMEM
COBpeMeHHOA MMKponpoueCCOPHOA reXHonorMM. npM 3TOM, OIHaKO, COKpaleHMe
KanMTanbHWX 3aTpaT Ha c031aHMe Ha3eMHoA CTaHUMM B ToA MnM MHOA CTeneHM
CBOIMTCR Ha HeT YBen~4eHMeM pacxolos Ha YCTPGACTBa OlHopa30Boro
nonb30BaHMR, nocKonbKY 30HIW COleplaT MHoro 3neKTpoHHOA annapaTYPw.

RESUMEN

Con el fin de facilitar una ayuda a la navegacion merced a la utilizacion de ondas hertzianas de alta frecuencia, se han puesto en servicio, en

el mundo entero, diversos sistemas de utilizacion general. Ahora bien, varios
de esos sistemas pueden servir asimismo de base para determinar la posicion 0
desplazamiento de dispositivos 0 plataformas de observacion meteorologicos.
Entre los medios de ayuda a la navegacion (navaid) que se estudian en
ese contexto figuran:
a)

las redes de radionavegacion de tierra, tales como las de los sistemas Alpha y Omega (ondas miriametricas - VLF), Decca y Loran-e (ondas
kilometricas - LF), aS1 como diversos sistemas muy precisos de localizacion por radio que ope ran en las bandas de las ondas metricas
(VHF), decimetricas (UHF) y centimetricas (SHF);

b)

los sistemas de radiolocalizacion por satelite como, por ejemplo, el
servicio ARGOS que utiliza el desfase de frecuencia por efecto Doppler
que afecta a las senales radioelectricas en la banda de las ondas
metricas (VHF) 0 decametricas (UHF) recibidas por un satelite situado
en una orbita baja (TIROS-N/NOAA-A), 0 el sistema mundial de local izacion que utiliza medidas efectuadas en la banda de las ondas decimetricas (UHF) por una serie de satelites situados en orbitas mas
altas;

c)

los sistemas de navegacion autonomos como, por ejemplo, el sistema de
navegacion por inercia (INS) basado en el empleo de acelerometros y
de giroscopios, 0 bien de radares Doppler 0 de sonares Doppler.

Los sistemas de radionavegacion constituyen un buen medio para el
seguimiento de plataformas dotadas de instrumentos meteorologicos (radiosondas, boyas a la deriva, globos a la deriva de nivel constante y aeronaves) con
miras a determinar la trayectoria de las mismas. En el caso de sistemas de
sondeo en altitud, para los que se utilizan radiosondas 0 sondas con paraca1das, la principal ventaja que ofrece el empleo de dispositivos de radionavegacion reside en el hecho de que los valores del viento determinados por ese
medio de seguimiento no conI levan errores debidos al desplazamiento del buque
o de la aeronave que sirve de plataforma de observacion. Como quiera que la
aplicacion de un metodo navaid para la observacion del viento evita el tener
que emplear una gran antena orientable que exige dispositivos mecanicos complejos, resulta facil alcanzar un alto grade de fiabilidad en 10 que respecta
al equipo. Tambien es posible obtener una automatizacion merced a las tecnicas modernas que ofrece el microprocesador. No obstante, la reduccion de los
gastos de inversion relativos a la instalacion de estaciones terrestres queda
mas 0 menos compensada por un aumento de los gastos relativos al material fungible, por el hecho de que las sondas estan necesariamente dotadas de equipos
electronicos mas perfeccionados.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Preface

The purpose of this Technical Note is to familiarize readers with
navigation technology.
It also given some guidance to those responsible for
the instrumentation of meteorological observing systems when formulating their
specifications as regards various navaid-based equipment.
In this regard.
special attention should be paid to Chapter 5 on the technology for wind
computations and to Chapter 6 on some preliminary designs for WWW observing
system components.
The material presented here is derived from many textbooks and the
published literature. No claim is made for originality of the basic material;
rather the intent is organization and presentation in a manner best suited to
understanding the particular characteristics of the navaid methods.
Although
introductory material describing basic technology is presented. the overall
level of the presentation is most appropriate for individuals with some
previous experience in this area and that of related radio science.
1.2

Historical background

The navaid method of wind-finding was initiated in 1964 by John M.
Beukers (USA) using the Loran-G navigation system;
subsequently. in 1965. the
feasibility of using the Omega navigation system (ONS) was also demonstrated
(Harmantas. 1968).
Later. in the early 1970s. experiments were conducted
using the phase-stable very low frequency (VLF) communication stations
(Beukers. 1978) and the USSR VLF network Alpha for deriving winds.
In 1974.
during the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). the wind-finding use of
ONS was put to the test (Acheson. 1974). A partial set-back was encountered
due mainly to certain telemetry inadequacies and delays in establishing the
Omega network (Reiff. 1977).
WMO used 28 jointly-purchased Omega-based shipborne sounding systems
(Keenan. 1978) to gather wind data during the First GARP Global Experiment
(FGGE) and the related regional experiments in 1978-1979.
The effort proved
to be successful in covering equatorial ocean areas for the first time with a
satisfactory upper-air network.
The countries operating the FGGE navaid
sounding systems aboard tropical wind observing ships (TWOS) were: Australia.
Brazil. China. German Democratic Republic. Hong Kong. India. Indonesia. Italy.
Mexico. Peru. Philippines. Senegal. USA and USSR.
The centralized data processing was performed at a TWOS Navaid Data
Centre established by Finland for the purpose.
Quality control of the
processed wind data was based on the meticulous and regular inspection of
plotted raw signal data.
It was observed that well-trained and experienced
sounding operators could produce reliable upper-air data on the basis of the
quality control made at the raw signal level with the help of the plotted
signal graphs and diagnostic computational methods (Lange. 1983).
The
processing was performed in a delayed mode;
i.e. the TEMP SHIP messages were
intended only for FGGE research and not for operational use.
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The use of other navigation aids also played a part in several FGGE
Special Observing Systems all of which are listed below:

(a)

(bJ

(c)

Systems using the Omega navigation system
(i)

Tropical wind observing ships
FGGE navaid sounding system;

(ii)

Aircraft dropwindsonde system (ADWS);

Systems using a
location technique

satellite-based

(TWOS)

equipped with the

(TIROS-N/ARGOS)

(i)

Drifting buoys (DRIBU);

(ii)

Tropical constant-level balloons (TCLB);

position-

Systems for which the absolute motion of the data-collecting
aircraft was measured using self-contained navigation equipment
(i)

Aircraft Integrated Data System (AIDS);

(ii)

Aircraft-to-Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR).

Subsequently,
radiosondes and ground
receiving
and
processing
equipment have evolved, simplifying wind-finding from ships and aircraft and
making the use of navaid systems an alternative to that of radar,
radiotheodolite or optical tracking devices on land.
Of the present
operational synoptic aerological stations, about 10 derive upper-air winds
using the Loran-e chains, and about 40 using the Omega navigation system.

1.3

Navaid method of synoptic wind-finding

In systems based on the radionavigation aids or their analogues,
conventional angular measurements are effectively replaced by several distance
measurements. As with radar, the constancy of the velocity of propagation of
electromagnetic radiation is used to transform time me.asurements to those of
distance. The difference in time of arrival (TOA) of signals received at the
balloon, after coherent transmission from two fixed sites defines a locus or
line of position (LOP).
This is a hyperbola on a plane and, therefore,
navigation systems which use the teChnique are called "hyperbolic" despite the
fact that the LOPs are actually ellipses on the surface of the spherical
globe. The computational techniques have been thoroughly discussed by Passi
(1973, 1978) and Acheson (1974).
In Figure 1.1, master (M) and slave (S) represent two navaid
transmi tters.
Let the distance between them be 1 200 km, corresponding to
4 000 ~s, because in one microsecond the electromagnetic waves travel
300 m.
Suppose that M and S transmit their pulses simultaneously:
if the
pulses from M arrive, say, 3 000 ~s later than those from S, we are on the
hyperbola shown in Figure 1.1.
Other hyperbolae, for time differences
increasing in steps of 1 000 ~s, are shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.1 - Pair of stations with simultaneous
pulsing. showing line of constant time
(TDA) difference of 3 000 ~s which
defines a hyperbola on a horizontal
plane
Time difference (ps)
M- and S-pulses are
sent simultaneously
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Figure 1.2 - Lines of constant time (TOA) difference of -4 000. -3 000. -2 000.
-1 000. O. 1 000. 2 000. 3 000 and 4 000 ~s from a pair of stations if M- and S-pulses are sent simultaneously. However. slave
stations of Loran-C chains start their transmission after certain
coding delays (CD) that are specific to each slave in order to
avoid garbling. Here it is 30 000 ~s and so the actual TOAs are
30 000. 31 000 •...• 38 000 ~s. The lanes between the lines of
position (LOP) are 150 krn wide on the baseline between the two
transmitters. They become broader as one moves away from the
baseline. leading to a geometrical dilution of precision (GDOP)
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Transmissions from three stations form two time differences and two
sets of intersecting lines of position and are therefore sufficient to define
the plan position (see Figure 1.3),
The intersecting LOPs are nearly
orthogonal in the coverage area of a chain, thus providing good geometry.
However, with increasing distance from the chain's area of coverage, the LOPs
become more and more parallel, which inevitably leads to a growing geometric
dilution of precision (GDOP).
In wind-finding, the received signals are
retransmi tted to another platform for processing as illustrated in Figure
1.4.
The telemetry link must be properly designed so that these time
differences are preserved during the retransmission process.

&.TAllON
t

l\t'tt-t~~"f'kf.,r.

srAT! ON
B

Figure 1.3 - Hyperbolic.grid generated by
three stations

TELEMETRY
RADIO LINK

"""':;;-~--".

RECEIVING
EQUIPMENT

\

NAVAJO
GRID

Figure 1.4 - Navaid retransmission principle

The basic system consists of a receiver and retransmitter of the
navaid signals present at the balloon or parachute, as illustrated in Figures
1.5 and 1.6 below.
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Figure 1.5 - Synoptic sounding
station receiving
telemetry from a
balloon-borne
radiosonde

Figure 1.6 - Wind-finding below
an aircraft by means
of a dropsonde

The height determination is normally made by hydrostatic computation
so that pressure, temperature and humidity (PTH) elements have to be included
in the radiosonde, as shown in Figure 1.7.

NAVAl 0
ANTENNA

TRANSMITTER
ANTENNA

NAVAJO
RECEIVER

MfTEOROLOGICAL
SENSORS

[

MODULATOR
AND
TRANSMITTER

ENCODER

Figure 1.7 - Block-diagram of a
navaidsonde
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The ground equipment consists of receivers for signals from the
balloon and usually also for direct local reception of the navaid.signals and
a processor for detecting, evaluating and using the ensuing time (TOA)
difference data to infer incremental positions of the sonde, as shown in
Figure 1.8. In recent years, such processors have been microcomputer-based
and capable of compiling wind data in the WMO TEMP or TEMP SHIP format.

VIDEo-

SCREEN

TElEJ'fTRY
RECEIVI~

N/1

Figure 1.8 - Block-diagram of ground equipment
In principle, any stable narrow-bandwidth radio transmission can be
used in combination with others as described above to measure the change in
sonde position. In practice, only the navigational aids of Loran-G and Omega
have been routinely used in wind-finding. Frequency allocations of the very
low frequency (VLF) and low frequency (LF) bands are shown in Figure 1.9 below.
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Figure 1.9 - Frequency allocations
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Doppler method of position location and motion determination

The drifting buoy (DRIBU) and the tropical constant-level balloon
(TCLB) systems of the FGGE operated on the Doppler principle using the
facilities of Service ARGOS are carried on the TIROS-N satellite (Morel and
Sitbon, 1976) •
Tracking a drifting platform using ARGOS involves several
ultra-high frequency (UHF) transmissions from the platform to the satellite
during each satellite pass. The frequency of each transmission is precisely
measured on the satellite, stored in digital memory and the various
measurements are retransmitted to a ground station on command. The platform's
position relative to the satellite is then computed at a dedicated centre. In
navigational terminology, this meteorological application is known as the
inverted Doppler technique because the Doppler shift is measured by the
satellite and not by the vessel or platform to be navigated.
The classical Doppler equation gives an expression for the scalar
relative velocity of the satellite and platform at each point:
v
where:

=

(d/f)c

c is the velocity of light and d the Doppler
frequency f(» d) owing to relative velocity v.

shift

in

received

Since c is 300 000 000 m S-I, a transmitted frequency in the range
of 300 - 400 Mhz gives the convenient result that a relative velocity of one
metre per second corresponds to a frequency shift of approximately one hertz.
A typical meteorological satellite orbits 1 100 km above the Earth's surface
at periods of 100 minutes and a speed of 7.3 km s- 1 •
Thus, the total
Doppler shift observed by the satellite from the moment the platform becomes
visible until it passes out of sight will be about 14.6 kHz (2 x 7.3 kHz).
The following three problems are involved:
(a)

The frequency change is very large compared with the required
1 Hz measurement accuracy that corresponds to the resolution of
1 m S-1 in velocity determination;

(b)

The position and velocity vectors of both the platform and the
satellite must be taken into account; and

(c)

It is not precisely known what frequency is actually
transmitted by the electronic equipment on the platform (DRIBU
or TCLB).

Consequently, a whole sequence of Doppler shifts, as observed at the satellite
over anyone time interval, needs to be analysed,
resulting in an
overdetermined
system
of
non-linear
equations.
During
FGGE,
these
sophisticated computations were performed in dedicated data-processing centres
in France and the USA (Julian and Lichfield, 1978).
For illustration purposes, the following situation will be considered
(shown in Figure 1.10). On the surface of the globe, a platform is located at
P and the track of the orbiting satellite is represented by the solid line.
When the satellite is at point A, it receives a signal transmitted from the
platform at a shifting frequency and similarly at points B, C, D, etc. Each
consecutive shift in the Doppler frequency measures the change in slant range
between the platform and the satellite.
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p
-Figure 1.10 - Satellite track relative to a buoy
or a balloon to be positioned. At
point C the satellite track is at
right angles to the vector joining
the track and the platform at
point P
The drifting platform emits a 400 Mhz burst for about one second
every minute and a plot of the received frequency versus time appears as shown
in Figure 1.11. This sigmoidally-shaped curve will have an inflection point
when the vector joining the platform and satellite is at right angles to the
satellite track as illustrated by point C in Figure 1.10. At this point there
is no Doppler shift.

•

---

Inflection
point

Time,.

Figure 1.11 - Doppler curve for the
buoy or the balloon
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A single Doppler shift measurement from a fixed platform results in a
solution that specifies a line of position (LOP) on which the platform is
located. Three such solutions a, c and d corresponding to the Doppler shifts
at points A, C and D, respectively, are shown in Figure 1.12. The position of
the platform is given by the intersection of the three hyperbolae.
This
intersection technique was applied to the FGGE drifting-buoy system.
The
underlying assumption is that the drift velocity of the buoys is so small that
it may be ignored, or that the sea current is so well known that a properly
calculated bias adjustment can be made.
In round numbers, the bias in a
position fix will be about one kilometre for every metre per second of unknown
velocity. In consequence, only one satellite overpass is required to locate
the position of the buoys. The resulting position-location accuracy is about
10 km whilst a significantly better accuracy of even 500 m can be achieved by
using data from two or three successive overpasses.
In the latter case,
however, data availability is greatly decreased because the satellite must
properly overpass a read-out station after the last overpass, which occurs
much less frequently than for a single overpass (Vockeroth et al., 1983).

Q----A'c

A

TIROS-N
satellite

ngo

Figure 1.12 - Intersection of three lines of position
(LOP) as derived from consecutive
Doppler shift measurements during the
same satellite (TIROS-N) overpass

We shall now consider how the drift velocity of a platform will
affect the Doppler curve in Figure 1.11.
If the platform has a velocity
component at right angles to the satellite track ("cross-track"), the Doppler
signals received at points A and D will be affected but by opposite amounts
and similarly for all pairs of points symmetric to the inflection point. This
results in a compression or stretching of the Doppler curve.
Again, if the
platform has a motion parallel to the satellite ("in-track"), the Doppler
shifts will be shifted upwards or downwards but by varying amounts.
These
deformations of the Doppler curve are used for determining the location and
motion of a fast-moving balloon platform.
The simple intersection technique
as described above no longer works because the hyperbolae do not intersect.
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In the case of constant-level balloons, we know accurately the
altitude of each platform above sea-level. Therefore, for each contact of the
platform and satellite, we have two position co-ordinates and two velocity
components, plus an unknown deviation of the transmitted frequency from a
nominal one. The mathematical complexity of solving the resulting system of
simultaneous non-linear equations suggests that all unknowns cannot be
obtained with only the 10
20 Doppler measurements obtained for each
satellite pass.
A restrictive set of assumptions is therefore necessary,
usually taken to be as follows:
(a)

The transmitted frequency remains the same during one overpass,
but may be different from one overpass to the next; and

(b)

The velocity components remain the same both during and between
successive overpasses.

We now have a total of six unknowns (two position, two velocity, and
two frequency) but by contacting the platform on successive passes we
accumulate 20 - 30 Doppler measurements.
With this set of assumptions the
design goals of 3 ~ 5 km root-mean-square (r.m.s.) vector position error and
1.5 m S-1
r.m.s.
velocity error can now be met.
In addition,
the
availability of an estimated frequency on each orbit or overpass allows a
check on the final Doppler solution, based on the high oscillator stability
inherent in the observing system.
In summary, the Doppler techniques of the TIROS-N/ARGOS system offer
an accurate, relatively simple and economical way of measuring platform
locations and velocities as well as of transmitting various meteorological and
oceanographic data to land-based collection centres currently located in
Canada, France and the USA. Such a centre is commonly known as a local user
terminal (LUT)..
A relatively simple frequency-stable 400 MHz transmitter is
required on board each expendable platfor,", because the complexity is
transferred to the satellite and the ground station end. Large observational
coverage can therefore be economically attained.
1.5

Self-contained navigation

The intertial navigation system (INS) has become the workhorse of the
navigation industry, while Doppler radars for aircraft and sonars for vessels
are used for obtaining accurate ground velocity measurements. The systems are
usable world-wide, and have been employed in connection with meteorological
observations made by aircraft, e.g. with the Aircraft Integrated Data System
(AIDS) and the Aircraft-to-Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR) system.
Winds are
derived from ambient air-flow measurements and the inertial navigation systems
(Sparkman and Giraytys, 1978).
During FGGE, 17 ASDlIR systems were operationally used, tested, and
evaluated.
ASDAR gathers meteorological observations from the digital data
stream coming from ·avionics systems on wide-bodied aircraft.
The data are
sent via satellite in near real~time via the Global Telecommunication System
(GTS) for use by meteorological services.
The root-mean-square error wind
calculated by an INS is about 1.5 m S-I.
Comparisons between rawinsonde
data .and ASDAR winds show differences of 1 2 m s -1 at cruise level
(9 000 m or 30 000 ft.).
Samples taken once every 7.5 minutes from an
aircraft travelling at 525 knots (1000 km h- l ) result in one observation
every 65 nautical miles (125 km). This compares favourably with horizontal
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distribution requirements for synoptic-scale wind observations, i . e. 150 km
over land and 300 km over oceans with accuracy in the 2 - 3 m s - 1 range
(Smidt et al., 1983).
Some concern has been raised over- the accuracy of navigation-system
derived winds with regard to the following aspects:
(a)

Wind-biasing introduced as a result of the aircraft performing
roll maneouvres:
such biasing occasionally becomes evident
while in the vertical profile mode (i. e. during ascents or
descents) near airports.
Wind-speed errors of 4 m S-1 or
less can be expected when roll angles approach 30°, for an
angle-of-attack range of 1 - 6°. Those observations made while
exceeding a certain roll-angle threshold can be withheld from
transmission over the GTS;

(b)

- INS position error tends to increase as a function of time
elapsed from takeoff or from its last position update:
the
magnitude of this error is about five kilometres (three
nautical miles) or less on flights of about 5 000 km (3 000
naut. mls.).
This is not really of great consequence, since
the horizontal displacement of balloon-borne radiosondes is
usually completely ignored, although such displacement can
range up to 200 km, depending on the season and strength of the
wind;

(c)

Averaging period used in calculating winds:
the ASDAR winds
are either instantaneous, or averaged over certain periods.
During FGGE these were either 0.3 or 17 s. Since the accuracy
of winds averaged over a seventeen-second period would be
questionable for profiling, the observational procedures and
practices should be standardized and the representativeness of
the data indicated in some way in the message.
In fact,
current plans for the further development of the technique
suggest that the profiling capability is to be used during
ascents and descents near airports when the aircraft is below
7 500 m (25 000 ft.) and the data are to be sampled at 300 m
(1 000 ft.) intervals.
Information from several consecutive
levels may also be combined into a single transmission such as
a TEMP message.

In addition to INS, two other navigation systems, the area navigation
system and the Omega navigation system, are also used on wide-bodied
aircraft. While wind accuracy obtainable from these systems is expected to be
good at cruise level, their profiling accuracy is probably not sufficent for
meteorological observations since the intervals used for the navaid signal
smoothing are probably too long.
In summary, the ASDAR system has demonstrated the feasibility of
deriving winds based on INS and transmitting the AIREP data in near-real-time
via satellite.
The quality of the wind data is recognized by numerical
weather prediction (NWP) centres as being high.
However, the data are
typically asynoptic and confined to certain routes, badly restricting their
use for conventional synoptic weather
analysis
and forecasting.
An
international project has been recently launched for the development and
certification of standard hardware known as the Aircraft Meteorological Data
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Relay System (AMDAR). The systems are expected to produce meteorological data
in a very cost-effective way because the wide-bodied aircraft are usually
operating 13 - 14 hours per day.
1.6

Navaid method of lightning position location

A lightning position location system based on the navaid method has
recently been introduced (Hooper, 1981>. The technique employs the time of
arrival (TDA) approach by using highly accurate timing at receiver stations
'separated by considerable distances (see Figure 1.13) .
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Figure 1.13 - The navaid system consists of three or four remote
receivers equipped with accurate clocks. They
monitor lightning impulses over a wide-band
frequency range. Waveform analysis is performed in
the receivers. The resulted time-tagged information
,is passed over telephone or other data-communication
links to a central computer. The strike location is
computed and displayed on a video-screen

There must be at least three remote stations equipped with specific receivers
for monitoring the broad-band lightning electric field waveform, i. e. the
lightning "signature".
The radio waves created by a lightning stroke are
known as atmospherics or, abbreviatedly, "sferics".
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Until recently, the synchronization of remote clocks has been
difficult to achieve without the use of very expensive atomic clocks.
The
installation of world-wide time-dissemination and navigation systems like
Loran-G and Omega has, however, allowed remote timing to be feasible with high
accuracy.
Thus, the remote clocks of the navaid-based lightning-location
system may be continuously synchronized with sufficient accuracy because down
time of the navigation networks is only a few minutes per year.
With the accurate TOA difference measurements of lightning strokes
between three stations, simple navigational mathematics solve the hyperbolic
geometry to calculate the strike position in latitude and longitude (see
Figure 1.14 below).
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Figure 1.14 - Hyperbolic intersection showing lightning-stroke
position
Two received times indicate a hyperbola on which the storm lies and
the third station provides a second and third hyperbola that intersect the
first at the strike point.
The third hyperbola is actually redundant for a
three-station solution.
Use of four or more stations would result in an
overdetermined system where the hyperbolae do not necessarily all intersect at
the same point. Exactly the same procedures are used in hyperbolic navigation
but the role of the stations is inverted, i.e. they listen instead of talk.
The central computer solves the equations and outputs the data on latitude and
longitude.
These calculations are performed on a microcomputer system in a
fraction of a second.
A system based on Loran-G has been in operation in Florida. USA, with
four receivers having baseline distances of 150 - 250 km.
It can locate and
plot lightning positions every 15 ms.
The error of strike locations is less
than 1 km within the
receiver complex itself and about 2 - 5 km at
300 - 500 km distance.
The precision depends on the accuracy of the remote
timing as well as on the receiver configuration (GDOP). Colour monitors are
used for operational monitoring of thunderstorms. They show a detailed map of
the region on which lightning stroke data are plotted.
Colour-coding of
lightning in ten-minute steps or so allows monitoring of storm position and
speed, as well as electrical build-up or decay of the Cumulonimbus activity.
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In summary, the TDA system was developed after conventional systems
based on direction-finding networks had been investigated on similar large, as
well as small, baseline systems.
Site errors are a problem for the
conventional
systems.
Antennas
apparently
remote
from
most man-made
structures may have the arrival angle of the lightning signal affected by
power lines a significant distance away. Closer metallic structures or fences
may also cause severe problems leading to storm-positioning errors of several
tens of kilometres.
These site errors are not as evident on short baseline
systems for close storms but they may still exist, leading to large relative
errors close to the sites.
In contrast. the TDA approach makes use of the
observed distances that are not very sensitive to anomalous propagation paths
of the strike signals.
Dn the other hand, the TDA approach is crucially
dependent on the signal analysis of the stroke signature and its adequate
time-tagging.
This, in turn, depends on the availability of a good time
reference from any of the Omega or Loran-e transmitters and good signalreception conditions (see Chapter 2).
An optimal solution would, therefore,
be to make simultaneous use both of angular and time-delay information from
lightning signal sensors to solve the best position estimate for a stroke from
the resulting overdetermined system of .algebraic equations.
This could be
performed most cost-effectively by making use of a general-purpose datalogging, communication and processing system (see paragraph 6.2).
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RADIONAVIGATION NETWORKS

2.1

International Omega navigation system (ONS)

Omega is a network of eight atomic-clock-controlled transmitters
operating in the very low frequency (VLF) band.
ONS uses phase measurements
for the basic time of arrival (TOA) determination.
In the fully operational
system, working since 1982, eight transmitting stations distributed uniformly
over the globe, as shown in Figure 2.1, provide a global position fix
capability, with an accuracy of three to ten kilometres, 95 per cent of the
time and under all weather conditions.
The signals provide an accurate time
t'eference with a resolution t'anging from a few to about ten microseconds
depending on the vicinity of the Omega transmitters, modal interference,
surface absorption and prevai 1 ing ionospheric conditions (Swanson and Kugel,
1973) .
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Figure 2.1 - Omega transmitting stations locations

The primary navigation signal is at 10.2 kHz, although signals at
11. 05, 11. 33 and 13.6 kHz may also be used for navigation.
Attenuation is
lowest at 13.6 kHz. The 13.6 kHz signal, therefore, has usually been selected
for use in wind-finding systems in order to obtain the best possible signal
strength for the telemetry input at the radiosonde.
Since it is also the
highest Omega frequency, it can resolve the smallest horizontal displacement
for a given phase change.
The 13.6 kHz signal is, however, most sensitive
both to long path signal
contamination and to phase shifting modal
interference (PSMI). Consequently, very stringent deselection criteria are
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absolutely necessary for the 13.6 kHz signals. The primary 10.2 kHz signal is
better in this regard and may be more advantageous for use in certain
geographical areas owing to the larger number of usable stations.
Each station transmits sequentially for 0.9 to 1.2 s
characteristic and the four common frequencies as shown in Figure 2.2.
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SEGMENTS OF KEYING PULSES

STATIONS
Norway

(A)

Liberia

(B)

Hawaii

(G)

N.Dakota

(D)

La Reunion

(E)

Argentina

(Fl

Australia

(G)

Japan

(N)

Seconds

Figure 2.2 - Transmission format of time-sharing ()mega stations
No two stations transmit simultaneously on one frequency nor does any
individual station transmit on more than one frequency at a time. The cycle
is repeated every 10 s. The four common frequencies are primarily used for
navigation. The eight characteristic frequencies serve other purposes such as
securing correct identification of the signals from the different ()mega
stations as well as accurate time dissemination.
The transmitters with
station location and co-ordinates are listed in Table 2.1.
Low-cost quartz clocks synchronized by ()mega signals are commercially
available. The characteristic frequency of one station is usually employed.
The timing is based on the TOll of the pulses. The limited bandwidth of the
VLF signals limits the steepness of the pulses and, therefore, the accuracy
with which their arrival time can be measured. Thus, the accuracy is limited
to about 10 ms at a range of 5 000 km.
Phase-detecting equipment has to be
used for improved accuracy (see Chapter 4
Technology for the phase
determination of navaid signals).
There are also the USSR navigational network IIlpha and several
time-dissemination and communication stations in the VLF band that have been
used for experimental wind-finding or to augment ()mega. Now that the global
()mega system is fully operational, the use of such VLF stations is not
warranted because of added complexity for the navaidsonde.
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TABLE 2.1
Transmitting Omega stations

Station
letter
designation

2.2

Location

Latitude

Longitude

A

Aldra, Norway

66°25' 12. 55"N

13°08'12.52"E

B

Monrovia, Liberia

06°l8'19.39"N

10039'44.2l"W

C

Haiku, Hawaii, USA

2l 024'16.90"N

l57°49'52.70"W

D

LaMoure, North Dakota, USA

46°21'57.20"N

98°20' 08.77 "W

E

La Reunion, Reunion Is.

20 0 58'26.98"S

55°l7'22.8l"E

F

Golfo Nuevo, Argentina

43°03'12.53"S

65°ll'27.69"W

G

Woodside, Australia

38°28'53"S

l46°56'07"E

H

Tsushima Is., Japan

34°36'53.26"N

l29°27'12.49"E

Loran-G navigation chains

Loran-G (long range navigation) is an accurate system in the low
frequency (LF) band occupying frequencies from 85 to 115kHz. The carrier
frequency is 100 kHz but because of the transmission of very short pulses, a
wide frequency range is required.
Since its primary use is for marine
navigation, a field in which high accuracy is required, Loran-G coverage has
only been provided in certain parts of the world, mainly in or close to
maritime areas of the northern hemisphere (see Figure 2.4).
All the Loran-G transmissions are coherent with universal time
co-ordinated (UTC), thus they also constitute an accurate time-dissemination
system with an accuracy to as great as 0.050 lls. A transmission consists of
groups of eight or nine pulses. Each transmitted pulse is about 200 lls in
duration (see Figure 2.3).
Each chain of transmitters. consists of one master station (M) and two
or more slaves (W, X, Y, Z, ., .). The master station is distinguished by the
ninth pulse as shown in Figure 2.5. Each slave transmits its groups of eight
pulses a fixed interval after the master and at a rate which is specific to a
given chain. Typically, this group repetition interval (GRI) is about 100 ms
and a chain may be recognized from its GRI.
An advantage of transmitting
eight pulses instead of one is that the influence of noise and other
interference on a single pulse (i.e. their mutilation of it) is more or less
compensated, from a statistical point of view, by opposite mutilation of other
pulses from the series of eight.
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Figure 2.3 - Loran-G pulses on an
oscilloscope about
1 200 kID away from
the Sylt 7970-W transmitter as received
in Helsinki, Finland
(courtesy Finnish
Broadcasting Company)

LORAN·C COVERAGE DIAGRAM

Figure 2.4 - Ground- and sky-wave coverages of Loran-G chains for both
moderate-performance (SNR > 1:3) and high-performance (SNR> 1:10)
Loran-G navigation receivers (courtesy US Coast Guard)
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Norwegian Sell
Loran - C chain
stations at received
in Helsinki, Finl.nd

Figure 2.5 - Time-sharing of master (M) pulses and pulses
from the slaves (W, X, Y, Z) of Norwegian Sea
Loran-C chain GRI 7970. The ninth master
pulse is used for master (Ejde 7970-M) identification and internal Loran-C communication
purposes. The time delays between transmitted
pulses are indicated on the horizontal axis
and the signal strengths of the pulses on the
vertical axis as they would be received in
Helsinki, Finland

The signal received at a given location is a composite of that received
as a ground wave and that as sky waves after one or more reflections by the
ionosphere as
illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The pulsed nature of the
transmissions allows the possibility of selecting the ground wave by detecting
the time of arrival (TOA) of the leading section of the pulse as shown in
Figure 2.7.

Solar activity

./. J ./.

.L

Figure 2.6 - Propagation of Loran-C
signals
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Figure 2.7 - Sky-wave discrimination
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Figure 2.8 - Expansion of a Loran-C pulse
showing the time reference
of the third-cycle zerocrossing. Cycle time is
10 VS which corresponds to
a 3 000 m propagation
distance and a 1 500 m lanewidth on the baseline of two
Loran-C transmitters

The coding delay (CD) between the series of eight master pulses and the
next series of eight slave pulses is sufficiently long to prevent pulses from
stations in. a chain from arriving simultaneously anywhere in the .coverage.
However, garbling from other chains may occur in some areas. This overlapping
of the coverage of different chains also has its advantages. In fact, modern
aeronautical Loran-C navigators make use of signals from several chains at the
same time. This results in an extended total Loran-C coverage and an improved
accuracy. This concept, known as cross-chain navigation, can also be extended
to wind-finding systems.
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The difference in TOA of each of the eight pulses of the master and the
corresponding pulses of a particular slave is measured by the coarse and fine
methods. They are the pulse-envelope matching and the pulse-cycle matching
methods.
The resolution of the pulse-envelope matching is about 10 ,nS
corresponding to a range measurement accuracy of about 3 km. The pulse-cycle
matching is based on determination of the zero-crossing of the third cycle of
the pulse (see Figure 2.8). Thus, the resolution is upgraded to a few tenths
of a microsecond. This equals travel distances of about 100 m. In the past,
Loran-A chains used only the pulse-envelope matching technique. This resulted
in a correspondingly smaller accuracy for that system.
Pulse-envelope
matching is an important preparatory stage for pulse-cycle matching because it
is used for the determination of an approximate place of the third~cycle
zero-crossing.
If it fails, then a cycle slip occurs corresponding to a
position fixing bias of about 1 500 m for each superfluous or trespassed cycle
for the standard hyperbolic mode of navigation.
In fact, this is a typical
lane count or ambiguity problem.
In wind-finding applications where only incremental positions of the
sonde matter, pulse-envelope matching is not crucial because it is sufficient
to detect just phase increments of the signal bursts of the 100 kHz carrier.
Thus, no lane ambiguity problem arises, whatever the winds may be if they only
vary within reasonable physical limits. This may not be the case for analogue
retransmission from a radiosonde to a fast-moving aircraft because, in a
sense, the winds are measured with respect to the base-station motion. This
difficulty may be overcome by using a technique whereby the necessary lane
count is extrapolated through use of a Kalman-type filter or determined by
using information from the aircraft navigation systems.
No such problem
arises if digital-type retransmission is to be utilized, as envisaged in the
aircraft dropwindsonde system (ADWS) (see also Chapter 3 - Telemetry for the
relay of navaid signals).
2.3

Terrestrially-based precision radiolocation systems

These networks of navigational aids have only small-scale coverage. In
such areas the system can be used to advantage.
The Decca transmitters
operate in the 84 - 128 kHz band.
Local coverage in diverse areas, but
especially in Europe, combined with the rapid signal degradation beyond
directly covered areas probably restricts the use of Decca signals for windfinding to small-scale experimental soundings. Moreover, the use of several
radiofrequencies makes the sonde quite complex.
There are several other
national or private small-scale networks that may also be used for research
studies of local wind fields in small-scale projects.
Their accuracy is
usually extremely good in their restricted coverage areas but relatively high
investments are usually required for the sonde development.
In a broad sense, the "safesonde" concept (Cole and Bargen, 1981) may
be included in this category, although the role of stations in the radiolocation system is inverted in comparison -with ordinary navigation networks,
i.e. they listen rather than talk. It consists of a balloon-borne transponder
at 403 MHz, three ground-based repeater stations receiving the sonde signal
and retransmitting it at 1 680 MHz, and a central base station equipped with a
403 MHz transmitter and receivers at both 403 and 1 680 MHz. The -repeater
stations are located 500 - 1 000 m from the base station, so that the array
may be viewed as a large radiotheodolite augmented by the slant range
transponder.
A similar system based on the Doppler principle has been
reported and used in air-pollution control studies (Gage and Jasperson, 1975).
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Space-based navigation and positioning systems

Satellite navigation systems make use of two fundamental "techniques,
Le. the Doppler principle and the TOA technique. A low-orbiting satellite
has a high ground speed which results in large Doppler shifts so that a high
position-location accuracy is easily achieved through their use. On the other
hand, the TOA measurements would call for very accurate clocks aboard the
fast-moving low-orbiters. Therefore, the low-orbiting satellite systems are
generally based on the Doppler principle only. The high-orbiting satellite
systems may employ both techniques.
2.4.1.

Low-orbiting satellite systems

The Service ARGOS satellites measure the Doppler shifts of the data
signals received from frequency-stable transmitters on board platforms for
which the position is to be determined. The coverage is world-wide, but the
position determination requires in principle two successive passes by a low
polar-orbiting satellite for tracking moving platforms such as drifting buoys
(DRIBU) and constant-level balloons (COLBA). Thus, the position information
is not obtained more often than a few times a day.
However, slow-moving
drifting buoys can usually be located by using only one satellite overpass
which results in some loss of accuracy but improves data availability.
Service ARGOS has been used in the following observing systems:
(a)

Drifting buoys were used in the South Pacific Ocean in
1978/1979 for FGGE. These buoys reported barometric pressure,
sea-surface temperature (SST) and position via satellite to
Service ARGOS in Toulouse, France, where the data were
processed and distributed over the Global Telecommunication
System (GTS). Several hundred buoys were deployed by Ships and
some were dropped from aircraft. A Storm Transfer and Response
Experiement (STREX) was performed, late in 1980, to determine
the structure and major processes occurring in North Pacific
storms. A separate and independent component of the experiment
was the deployment of meteorological drifting buoys to
demonstrate the feasibility of a FGGE-type array in the
northern hemisphere
for purposes of weather prediction
(Vockeroth et al., 1983);

(b)

The tropical constant-level balloon (TCLB) system was specially
designed for FGGE to provide additional wind data above the
operational ceiling of the dropwindsonde (ADWS) and ASDAR
aircraft.
About 320 balloons were released during the two
special observing periods (SOPs).
They provided temperature,
pressure and wind data from the upper troposphere in the
tropical belt. The drifting super-pressure balloons carrying
data-information packages floated for a few weeks with the wind
or at a level of constant atmospheric density.
The cruise
level of the balloons, 141 hPa (flight level 460, i.e. 14 km or
46 000 ft.), was selected to be above the maximum altitude for
commercial aircraft (13.7 km or 45 000 ft.) and well below the
cruising level of supersonic aircraft (15.2 km or 50 000 ft.).
The ARGOS system based on the TIROS-N satellite was essential
for use in position location and data transfer.
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The TRANSIT navigation satellite system reverses the roles played in
the ARGOS system.
The satellites (five cover the globe) transmit at a
stabilized frequency, while the platform must be capable of analysing the
Doppler shifts, which has made the system unsuitable for meteorological
applications. The system will be phased out in 1992.
2.4.2

High-orbiting satellite systems

The NAVSTAR global positioning system (GPS) is a US satellite·system
of 18 high-orbiters. It is capable of providing continuous three-dimensional
location and velocity measurements based on various ranging (TOA) data. A
similar satellite system called GLONASS is currently being projected by the
USSR. A GPS receiver may now cost about one million US dollars but the prices
are expected to drop to a few thousand dollars by the year 2000. The high
cost of GPS receivers has kept this precision system out of the reach of
operational wind-finding. In addition, the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band is
used so that the signals cannot be retransmitted through a simple non-digital
radiosonde (see Chapter 3).
Two types of code are used for navigation. They are the CIA code for
coarse access and the P code for precision navigation. The accuracy range is
from several hundred metres to 10 metres. A system with an accuracy of 100 m,
95 per cent of the time, is being released for general use but a user charge
will have to be paid for purchasing the intricate microprocessor circuitry
that is necessary for decoding the pseudo-random P code.

C HAP T E R 3
TELEMETRY FOR THE RELAY OF NAVAID SIGNALS

3.1

Retransmission principle

In the conventional method of using hyperbolic navigational aids, a
user determines his position from receiving and display equipment and uses
this information for navigation. An alternative method of employing navaid
transmissions is a concept known as retransmission, which is particularly
useful for the positioning and tracking of unattended remote objects (Beukers,
1975). With this technique, navaid transmissions are received at the location
of a remote object and retransmitted, using a suitable telemetry link, to
another location, usually called the base station.
Three methods of
retransmission have been identified and successfully implemented.
The
simplest of these is the retransmission of raw navigation signals, in which no
preprocessing takes place at the remote location. In the second case, partial
preprocessing
takes place, while in the third,
automatically selfsynchronizing receiver and processing equipment is employed. The method used
in any particular application is primarily determined by economics and
radio-bandwidth allocation.
The base station should always be capable of rece~v~ng, processing
and displaying local information in addition to that retransmitted from the
remote object. Comparison of the remote· and local data will help to remove
some inaccuracies caused by navaid signal propagation anomalies which might
remain undetected when thenavaid transmissions are used conventionally.
Systems based on the retransmission principle (e.g. navaid wind-finding)
compute relative position so that the well-known navigational lane ambiguity
problem plays no role.
Besides achieving the required goal of remote-object positioning and
tracking,
retransmission provides important additional
benefits.
The
retransmission technique is particularly suitable for rendezvous problems,
since the accuracy of the relative positions between local and remote sites
increases as the distance between them decreases, i.e. a good position
location repeatability is usually achieved. An example of this repeatability
concept is search and rescue where the search vehicle processes both its own
and the distress beacon's navaid signal data.
This good navigational
repeatability is not applicable in wind-finding systems unless it has been
specifically taken care of by properly designed computational algorithms.
Slow-wandering retransmitting navaidsondes have been used in navigational
studies because a certain type of navaid signal propagation anomaly cannot be
detected by the stationary gro~nd-based monitoring stations of a radionavigation network (Lange, 1982).
There are many applications of navaid signal retransmission, but they
can generally be found to fall into one of the three classes described in
sections 3.2 - 3.4.
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Retransmission of raw navigation signals

Raw retransmission has been successfully applied to the tracking of
expendable meteorological atmospheric sensors.
In this example, economics
predominate because the navaid portion must not significantly raise the price
of the wind-finding radiosonde.
The required relatively broad bandwidth for
the
400 MHz
telemetry
in
the
UHF band is usually available.
The
meteorological sensors measure pressure, temperature and humidity (PTH) , and
the retransmission of navaid signals permits incremental positions to be
determined, from which wind speed and wind direction are computed.
Radiosondes which use navaid wind-finding add the meteorological and
the received navaid signals before transmission (see Figure 3.1).
In the
WMO/FGGE radiosondes the PTH data were retransmitted by using a frequency
modulation (fM) technique on the· 400 MHz carrier.
The frequency range from
46 to 52 kHz contained the PTH data and two reference frequencies.
A full
commutator cycle of the radiosonde took about six secomls within which a
continuous wave (cw) signal of about one-second duration was transmitted for
each of the six parameters. The navaid Omega 13.6 kHz signals as received at
the radiosonde by a five-metre long wire antenna were retransmitted on the
same 400 MHz telemetry carrier by using an amplitude modulation (AM)
technique. The synchronization to the Omega transmission format and detection
of the phases were carried out in the shipborne data-acquisition module A of
the WMO/FGGE navaid sounding system.
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Figure 3.1 - Design for telemetry of raw pressure, temperature and
humidity (PTH) and navaid data
During a full ascent of one and half hours, a balloon may, at high
latitudes, drift to a distance of about 200 km.
Until now, the almost
exclusive use of 400 MHz analogue retransmission has made careful design of
the antennas for the telemetry transmitter and the base-station receiver a
necessity.
Two types of transmitter antenna were used in the WMO/FGGE
navaidsondes.
One was designed for relatively high sonde-elevation angles in
the equatorial areas and the other one for lower angles at high latitudes.
The base-station receiver antenna may be manually or automatically steerable.
Four or five fixed antennas may also be pointing to various compass directions
(with perhaps one upwards).
Selection of the receiving antenna may be made
through a manual switch by the sounding operator.
Multilobe switching
antennas have also been successfully used for reception.
The switching is
done automatically on the basis of the received signal strengths.

..... -
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If a lower telemetry frequency could be used, e.g. 76 MHz, then the
base station receiver antenna could be omnidirectional, i. e. a simple long
wire or a whip. However, some radio broadcasts hinder full use of· the 76 MHz
band and the telemetry would need a larger transmitter antenna on the sonde
because of the longer wavelength. This could result in complicated operations
during balloon launch in rough weather conditions. In an earlier carrierballoon system (NCAR, 1980) a 16 MHz analogue retransmission link was used for
the relay of raw Omega signal data from dropsondes to the carrier-balloon
electronics package. The Omega 13.6 kHz receiver and the 16 MHz transmitter
were duplexed to a single antenna on the dropsonde.
In this way the
complexity of using two long-wire antennas was avoided.
Loran-C signals are also retransmitted by using basically the same
technique as· above. However, owing to the broad bandwidth required by Loran-C
transmissions, severe interference from local radio broadcasts or other sources
may occur in some coverage areas. To obtain optimal Loran-C performance, it is
important that the receiver has a number of notch-filters, usually from two to
four, and that these are set properly. In some Loran-C navigation systems the
notch-filters are adjustable only from the inside of the receiver. They are
preset for use in certain areas at the factory or by the dealer when he
installs the set. Others have notch-filters which can be adjusted by means of
front panel controls.
For an optimal sonde telemetry these notch-filters
should be installed in the Loran-C sondes.
This, however, would increase
somewhat the complexity and price of the expendable sondes. Because of the
inherently high accuracy of Loran-C wind-finding, the filters may often be
unnecessary or it may suffice to install them in the base-station equipment.
This technique is known as the· analogue retransmission teChnique
because no digital data processing is involved in the retransmission. It uses
proven UHF radio technology but has four limitations as listed below:
(a)

The raw navaid signal data received at a base station are
adversely affected by accelerations and motion of the base
station which, however, must be very great compared with the
sonde motion to create any severely adverse effects on the
hyperbolic wind computations. Unfortunately, this is the case
with. dropsonde signals when received by a manoeuvring aircraft
and, hence, an aircraft rate-aiding correction must be a part
of the solution for wind data.
The aircraft velocity also
gives rise to a lane count problem;

(b)

Satellite navigation systems like NAVSTAR/GPS and TRANSIT as
well as any high-precision aeronautical navigation systems such
as ILS, VOR, TACAN, and DME make use of signals in the VHF and
UHF bands varying from 15 MHz to I 515 MHz.
These signals
cannot therefore be retransmitted by using the narrow bandwidth
allocated
for
radiosonde
transmissions
at
the
400 MHz
frequency. In principle. some of the radar frequencies in the
SHF band could· be used for the analogue retransmission but
telemetry ranges would be restricted to line-of-sights and
radar-type aerials would have to be used;

(c)

Analogue retransmission provides only limited possibilities for
error control.
Severe interference may occur when another
radiosonde is transmitting in the same frequency band;
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The occupied transmission bandwidth is broad compared with the
theoretical requirement derived from the information content of
the transmission.
This results in a waste of transmitting
power. Consequently. the transmitter power could be markedly
reduced for an optimized transmission bandwidth achieved by a
proper digitization of the telemetry. This would in turn lead
to use of smaller and safer radiosonde batteries.

The last two items above are valid for any upper-air systems. whether navaidbased or not. Although all these limitations do not severely restrict the use
of analogue retransmission in current surface-based synoptic networks. it is
to be,£oreseen that they will be overcome by digitized retransmissions in the
future.
To date. the majority of wind-finding retransmission systems have
employed analogue retransmission.
Direct analogue retransmission has the
advantage of low cost in applications which do not have telemetry link power
or bandwidth restrictions. and where the base station may be considered
stationary.

3.3

Partial preprocessing of navigation signals

An example of the second class of retransmission lies in the tracking
related to the past carrier-balloon system.
Partial preprocessing of
retransmitted navaid signals from the dropsondes took place in the carrierballoon electronic package to provide a digital data stream compatible with an
SMS/GOES satellite link to Earth.
The up- and downlinks operated at 400 MHz
and 1 690 MHz. respectively.
In another similar example the advantage of the modularity of the
navaid sounding system was demonstrated in the Storm Transfer and
Respons·e Experiment (STREX) (Fleagle et al.. 1982) in the North-east Pacific
Ocean at the end of 1980. In this case. a satellite data-communication link
was also utilized to relay the preprocessed signal data from two shipborne
data-acquisition modules A to a single processing module B located at NCAR
(Boulder. Colorado) as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The sonde telemetry made
use of the same analogue retransmission technique that was used in FGGE. The
satellite up- and downlinks were digital. It was observed that the satellite
uplink of 401 MHz interfered with the sonde telemetry of 403 MHz.
A
notch-filter was used for elimination of the adverse effects on the sonde
signals.
This centralized processing scheme worked operationally in a
real-time fashion and the TEMP SHIP messages were punctually inserted into the
GTS. It appeared that output from each data acquisition module A occupied one
satellite channel of 100 baud ( l baud = 1 bit) per second.
Unfortunately.
this is too much for economical reasons.

WMO/FGGE

Raw data must be effectively condensed before satellite retransmission. This can be accomplished by up-to-date microcomputers. However. the
condensing of the raw Omega signal data obtained from a radiosonde requires so
much computing capacity that the WMO TEMP message can also be prepared using
the same microcomputer.
The sounding system would also be much less
vulnerable. i. e. less exposed to failures in satellite links etc.. if all
computing were to be performed at the observation site. Microprocessors have
already established their use in some new radiosondes.
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Figure 3.2 - Experimental shipboard application of WMO/FGGE navaid
sounding equipment as used on two ships during STREX
There is a general tendency towards performing more and more of the
processing load as close as possible to the measuring object itself. This has
been realized to the extent of producing a complete WMO TEMP message aboard a
ship of opportunity, in the recent ASAP system that is to be discussed in
Chapter 6 - Some designs for WWW observing system components.
3.4

Automatic self-synchronization and processing

The tracking of ice floes is an example of the third retransmission
method. Unattended operation and digital recording of position is required,
necessitating automatic self-synchronization to navaid signals followed by
processing to. provide outputs compatible with cassette-type recorders or
automatic transmission links to environmental monitoring centres.
3.5

Digitization of the sonde telemetry

Finally, we shall briefly review recent radiosonde developments
resulting from the introduction of modern microprocessor technology.
Currently, there are commercially-available radiosondes that use digitized
telemetry for the PTH measurements. While inclusion of calculated navaid wind
measurements into the radiosonde system would be very desirable, it appears,
unfortunately, to be very difficult. If i t were possible, pocket-size Omega
or Loran-e navigational receivers would exist on the market for sale at
radiosonde prices which, it is well known, is not the case. In fact, the era
of meteorological radiosondes may well have closed before this dream is
realized.
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In any case, the use of digital techniques appears to offter two
important advantages over analogue retransmission:
(a)

The data received at an aircraft or any fast-moving base
station are not adversely affected by the motion and hence do
not require aircraft rate-aiding, for example, as a part of the
solution for wind data; and

(b)

Digitization permits a reduction in the required retransmission
bandwidth and in transmitter power.

Research and development work has recently taken place in this field because
of the advantages of digitized transmission.
It is not really necessary to
retransmit the wind results in a ready form.
Thus, this section deals with
the subject of section 3.3 - partial preprocessing of navigation signals from the point of view of a navaid dropsonde (Poppe, 1978).
All navigational receivers perform a combination of analogue and
digital processing to convert navaid signals from time-commutated bursts of
carrier-to-digital numbers which represent the phase of each received signal.
The introduction of digital techniques in sondes requires careful division
between:
(a)

Analogue data processing required prior to digitization;

(b)

A

selected

digitization

technique

i.e.

analogue-to-digital

(AID) conversion; and

(c)

Processing performed by the more complex base-station receiving
equipment.

To minimize costs of the expendable sondes, preference is given to
those which perform a m1n1mum amount of analogue processing and which
retransmit digitized navaid data in a nearly raw, or unprocessed form. The
digitization of unprocessed Omega data was first developed by NCAR to
retransmit Omega wind data from the remote meteorological dropsondes of the
earlier carrier-balloon system back to Boulder, Colorado, via satellite link.
This system incorporated both digitization and sub-optimal signal-processing
techniques to produce the lOO-baud data stream compatible with the SMS/GOES
satellite. Similarly, first-generation digital navaidsondes do not have the
capability of automatic self-synchronization and phase detection of the Omega
or the Loran-C navigation signals, i.e. only digitized raw phases are
retransmitted.
The major elements of the digital navaidsonde are:
(a)

System clock (frequency-stable oscillator);

(b)

Analogue signal processing circuitry;

(c)

Digitization logic (AID conversion and raw phase detection);

(d)

Data modulator and transmitter.

'.
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Figure 3.3 sho>ls a block diagram of the digital navaidsonde.
The
navaid signals are received, filtered, and amplified to limiting by analogue
signal-processing circuitry. The output of this circuitry is directed to the
digitizer.
The digitizer picks up samples of the phase of the navaid signal
>lith respect to the system clock, and encodes each of these relative raw
phases as a digital number.
Each digital number is converted into a serial
stream of data bits, modulated, and retransmitted to the base station.
A
complete sonde also contains PTH data elements and a PTH data encoder.
The
PTH data information must be encoded into a digital message and multiplexed
into the data stream >lith the navaid data in order to obtain the sonde heights
from hydrostatic computations.
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. Figure 3.3 - Block diagram of a digital navaidsonde

At the base station, the telemetry receiver and data demodulator
recover the modulating data stream and, through a suitable interface, provide
the digitized sonde data to a computer. In the computer, the digital data are
synchronized to identify periods of time during >lhich usable navaid transmissions occur and are filtered to provide measures of phase for each station
as a function of time.
These phase values are finally converted· into >lind
data.
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TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PHASE DETERMINATION
OF NAVAID SIGNALS
4.1

The ha.dwa.e

A phase detecto. is the key component fo. dete.mining the .ange
diffe.ence and .adial-.ange (TOA) fo. navaid systems such as Omega, Lo.an-e
and Decca. The.e a.e seve.al types and thei. cha.acte.istics va.y a g.eat
deal acco.ding to the p.esence and absence· of noise. Analogue fil te.ing can
be used to limit the incoming bandwidths 0. to clip high amplitude signals 0.
to blank noise peaks th.ough use of the signals .eceived di.ectly at the base
station. Howeve., because such filte. ci.cuits tend to oscillate afte. a
distu.bance, a complementa.y app.oach is .ecommended, namely to use extensive
digital filte.ing in connection with the phase detection. Fou.ie. t.ansfo.mation 0. c.oss-co••elation techniques can be used to accomplish this. Because
of the complex, inte.woven natu.e of such p.ocessing, a mic.op.ocesso. should
be dedicated to automatic navaid signal acquisition and p.ocessing.
The phase detemination also .equi.es a f.equency-stable oscillato.
that plays the .ole of an accu.ate clock. When using hype.bolic navigation
(th.ee stations at least), the .equired frequency stability is only mode.ate
and high-quality crystal oscillators will do. However, it is to be expected
that the radial navigation principle (range-range, two stations would suffice)
will be used mo.e in the futu.e. The .equired high stability could p.obably
be achieved by using improving oscillators installed in thermally controlled
ovens (Julian and Lichfield, 1978).
4.2

The software (prog.amming)

All the .aw phase data must be smoothed using both non-linear
(editing) and linear (filte.ing) p.ocesses. Because of the variety of navaid
signal conditions, it is recommended that several smoothing modes be available.
Editing (elimination of wild data points) can be accomplished either
manually by the base station operator th.ough the use of an inte.active videoteminal connected to the compute. system 0. automatically in the computer by
using piecewise low-orde. polynomials for statistical editing (Acheson, 1973).
In the latte. case, the editing process will also filter the data sufficiently.
The filte.ing, if required, can be accomplished eithe. by fast
Foude. t.ansformation (FFT) or spline techniques (de Boo., 1978). Elimination of wild points by manual or statistical methods must be pe.formed first,
howeve., in o.der to avoid the possibility of any undesirable oscillations in
the smoothed curves.

C HAP T E R 5
TECHNOLOGY FOR WIND COMPUTATIONS
5.1

The hardware

The most significant technological advances affecting the design of
navaid ground-based equipment are
the increased capability of small
microcomputers and the great reduction in the cost of memory.
The modern programmable read-only memory techniques (PROM, EPROM,
EEPROM) provide a safer and more reliable storage media for programs than disk
or tape units which require moving mechanical components. To avoid potential
problems caused by dust, humidity, excessive vibration, etc. in the mechanical
units, the programs can be stored in EPROMS (erasable programmable read-only
memories) with all _current data stored temporarily in RAM (random access
memory). This results in a resilient system with no on-line moving parts. In
addition to improving safety, the system is considerably faster.
EPROMS are
permanent and can only be erased using high-intensity ultraviolet light, so
that they may be reprogrammed for software revisions only at the factory using
equipment specifically designed for that purpose.
However, i f the latest
achievement in the field - the EEPROM (electronically erasable programmable
read-only memory) technique
is used for storing the programs, the
reprogramming can easily be performed on-site or even remotely via
telecommunications networks.
Peripheral equipment is required only to satisfy the input/output
functions necessary for station operation.
The computer should have a
sufficient number of standard data ports (e.g. RS232C, V24) for the
connections.
Omega, Loran-C or other microprocessor-based tracking devices
and a PTH-preprocessor are typical input peripherals.
Low-cost highresolution colour video-screens are now available making it possible for the
sounding operator to work interactively with the system. The operating system
of the computer should be loaded using a ROM unit and not any mechanical
peripheral such as floppy disks.
Automatic aerological stations require considerable computing power
in order to generate complete TEMP and PILOT messages, and this can be
provided by using a standard high-performance microcomputer. The word length
must be at least 16 bits and preferably 32 bits. Computational accuracy is
not sufficient with computers using only eight-bit words.
As regards
Omega-based systems, a little more computing power is needed for the effective
statistical editing of raw phase- data. The phase measurement information on
the three or preferably four selected stations (at least) is provided to the
minicomputer for wind determination. If four or more stations are available,
as is usually the case for Omega, automated internal consistency checks of the
phase data should be made. The computer could also carry out other tasks, as
required, e.g. production of CLIMAT TEMP messages.
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The software

In order to attain maximum accuracy and reliability, the navaid
stations which are to be used should be selected on the basis of known
propagation paths, and not exclusively on the basis of signal strength and
phase stability.
The use of differential correction to remove propagation
disturbances must be exercised with care because a signal disturbance at the
radiosonde location may not always be well correlated with that received at
the base station on the ground.
The following software features should be requested and
when purchasing a navaid software for an upper-air system:
(a)

Selection/deselection of the
1983, and Gupta et al., 1980);

(b)

Graphical output of signal data (Lange, 1983);

(c)

Use of more than three stations, i.e. multiple station solution
(Passi, 1978);

(d)

Averaging/smoothing intervals and techniques used in phase data
processing, i.e. degree of fitted polynomials (Acheson, 1973);

(e)

Internal consistency checks of the signals for quality control
(Lange, 1983);

(f)

Use of the entire differences of observed phase values instead
of the corresponding approximations obtained through analytic
differentiation, i.e. good navigational repeatability supported;

(g)

Use of the full
(Passi, 1973);

(h)

Estimation of wind-finding accuracy for quality control (Passi,
1978) ;

(i)

Spline smoothing in the three-dimensional space in order to
eliminate fictitious saw-tooth features from the derived wind
profiles (de Boor, 1978);

(j)

1. e.
Differential correction options,
selected stations,
selected minute intervals, moving or fixed base station, to be
performed automatically or through operator agency etc.;

(k)

Use of wind-tracking sensors other than navaids, i. e. hybrid
wind-finding (Lange, 1984);

(1)

Operation system (CP/M, MOOS, UNIX, etc.) under which the
navaid software is to be run, and the possibilities of also
performing other tasks with the system.
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SOME DESIGNS FOR WWW OBSERVING SYSTEM COMPONENTS
6.1

Mobile sounding system

At the present time there is still a need for weather observing
stations. especially over the oceans and in the southern hemisphere. An ideal
network would have several hundred ships available to make upper-air observations but the number of fixed ocean weather stations (OWS) is currently only
five.
Satellite data obtained by remote-sensing techniques need reports
from the ocean weather stations and voluntary observing mobile ships for
verification and calibration purposes. Wind profiles. which are crucial in
the tropics. are not measured by satellite remote-sensing systems.
Recent advances in laser and microwave technology suggest that, in
the future. meteorological laser or microwave observations could possibly be
extended. to the whole atmosphere.
The most promising techniques, however.
make use of high-power lasers and hence an important consideration in
evaluating meteorological laser systems for routine use is the eye-safety
problem.
It is to be expected that satellite-borne laser or microwave
meteorological systems will be put into operational use and all basic
meteorological quanti ties of the upper atmosphere (including upper winds),
will be measured at least down to cloud cover.
An upper-air sounding intended only for the troposphere requires
significantly less lift than a standard synoptic sounding.
A 100 - 200 g
balloon would be sufficient, as compared with standard 350
1 000 g
balloons. As a result, the associated balloon and gas costs would differ
significantly.
Further, directional antennas are required for reception of
the 400 MHz sonde telemetry to high altitudes because a balloon may drift to
great distances (200 kID) during a full ascent of one and a half hours. Full
automation of upper-air sounding systems is near to realization, provided that
a tropospheric sounding would suffice.
In fact, a semi-automatic balloon
launcher has recently been developed at NCAR (USA).
called the
Automated
Shipboard
A joint US/Canadian project
Aerological Program (ASAP) is currently aimed at the development and implementation of a new-generation Omega~based navaid sounding system.
Upper-air
observations are already being made on board regular merchant vessels plying
between the Japanese and Canadian coasts.
The ASAP system, based on
ships-of-opportunity, can provide real-time uper-air sounding TEMP SHIP
messages through the GOES satellite link to a ground station, from where the
data are subsequently delivered to the Global Telecommunication System (GTS)
(see Figure 6.1). The system is composed of the following major subsystems:
(a)

Upper-air sounding data processor electronics;

(b)

Satellite (GOES) transmitter;

(c)

Power pack;
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Cd)

Balloon launcher;

(e)

Direct readout ground station.
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Figure 6.1 - Block diagram of ASAP system
The first four subsystems are part of the launch-and-tracking module built
into a standard sea container that is placed on board a ship-of-opportunity.
All the shipboard electronics. including a microcomputer. are located in the
electronics room of the module.
The module can easily be transported to
designated docks or remote land locations and quickly set up for operation.
A sophisticated station selection/deselection algorithm and effective
internal consistency checks based on navaid signal redundancy have to be
utilized in order to guarantee high-quality reporting of winds. All this is
handled by the microcomputer so that operator interventions are restricted to
a minimwn.
The last subsystem is the ground station for receiving data from the
ship via the GOES geosynchronous satellite.
These data are subsequently
transmitted to the GTS.
6.2

Synoptic wind-finding equipment

AS every tracking method has its own characteristic strengths and
weaknesses. so too have the navaids. Through an elegant application of modern
microprocessor technology. therefore. several independent wind-finding sensors
should be used in an optimal way to pool the obtained information into the
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Such systems are currently being
best estimates of the upper-air winds.
assembled and will feature the capability of built-in checks for failure
detection and isolation as well as self-correction of sensor biases to a
limited degree.
The navaid preprocessors are. to be connected to the wind computer
just as any other peripheral by using standard ports (e.g. RS232Cl.
1\s a
by-product they may also be utilized to maintain an accurate time standard in
the system for other geophysical measurements such as T01\ measurements of
atmospherics (see section 1.6 - Navaid method of lightning position locationl.
An off-the-self microcomputer should be utilized for wind and other
TEMP message computations (see Figure 6.2) making it possible to assemble a
new-generation modular observing system with the following features:

(al

Several different wind-tracking devices can be utilized in a
hybrid manner for better accuracy and improved data redundancy
as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 1\ hybrid wind-finding algorithm
(HW1\l has been developed for the purpose which employs the·
Gauss-Markoff theory on best statistical estimators (Lange.
1984);

(bl

Interactive data monitoring and editing can be performed by
making use of standard graphical devices and software packages;

(cl

The computer of the observing equipment can be integrated to
data-communication links and processing systems
by using
standard communication packages and protocols.

-- -
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Figure 6.2 - Synoptic wind-finding system diagram
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EXPECTED ACCURACY OF WINDS AND LOCATIONS

7.1

Omega

I f the stations to be used are .carefully selected <Gupta et al.,
1980; Gupta and Morris, 1983; and Swanson, 1983) and if editing and
sophisticated statistical computing techniques are employed, the Omega system
is capable of providing wind accuracies of 1 - 2 m S-1 for two-minute
averages in favourable geographical locations and daytime conditions.
In the
case of long propagation paths at night, typical error figures rise to
1 - 4 m S-I, depending on the geometry <GDOP) of selected Omega stations and
the sounding station. As regards the navigational position-location accuracy,
reference is made to Chapter 2 - Radionavigation networks. Relative positions
are, however, obtained to a much better accuracy.
A rule of thumb is to
multiply the wind-finding error by the corresponding averaging interval.

Careful station selection/deselection considerations must precede
upper-air sounding operations due to the possibility of either long-path
contamination of an Omega signal or phase-shifting modal interference (PSMI).
An erroneously-included Omega station may severely degrade the wind-finding
results.
At sunrise and sunset, the height of the ionosphere may change
rapidly, causing anomalous phase jumps in the Omega signals.
Abrupt phase
jumps may also be created by sudden ionospheric disturbances (SID) that occur
now and then for daylight signal propagation paths.
Their frequency and
intensity are dependent on the solar activity that has the well-known period
of 11 years.
In such cases, any Omega station whose signals are so affected
must either be excluded or differential Omega applied, both of which result in
somewhat larger errors.
Diffential Omega may also be used to remedy the PSMI
effects but definitely not for those of long-path contamination.

Improvement can be gained by averaging the data over longer time
intervals, provided that the resulting loss of vertical resolution can be
accepted.
Poor vertical resolution is obtained for planetary boundary layer
(PEL) winds because the data window cannot be centred at the Earth's surface.
On the other hand, elsewhere throughout the whole atmosphere, the accuracy is
almost constant, irrespective of how vigorous the flow may be.

Preliminary studies based on the Omega data archives amassed during
FGGE indicate that the global accuracy predictions made by Olson (1978) are
essentially correct in areas having a good or satisfactory Omega coverage (see
Figure
7.1).
However,
the
problem of
recently discovered mul tipath
propagation (i.e. ionospheric focusing and diffraction) of distant Omega
signals must also be carefully taken into account, either by deleting such
distant transmitters from the wind computations, or by the use of a
sophisticated built-in correction procedure (Lange, 1982).
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Figure 7.1 - Expected r.m.s; four-minute average wind errors at local noon.
The contours are given in metres per second. Sunset. night and
sunrise values are usually inferior to daytime accuracies
(courtesy NCAR)

7.2

Loran-e

Loran-e offers the best wind-finding accuracy of any general-purpose
navaid transmission system and allows the fine-scale wind structure to be
accurately determined.
Typical accuracy is better than 0.5 m S·l for a
one-minute
average.
This
accuracy
satisfies
the
synoptic
sounding
requirements and. indeed. has been found to meet the more stringent
requirements of low-level soundings for environmental pollution studies.
However. the use of Loran-e chains is limited to their coverage areas
(see the Loran-e coverage diagram on page 18 (Figure 2.4». The clean ground
wave signal will be contaminated by sky-wave reflections from the ionosphere
when the distance from any transmitter is more than 1 500 kID.
This effect
results in inaccuracies as great as 2 - 4 m S·l for one-minute average
winds. A degradation of accuracy may result from interfering signals received
in the broad frequency band of 85 - 115 kHz used by Loran-e. Acheson (1970)
and Ryder (1975) have discussed the wind-finding accuracy showing that. apart
from the geometry of the transmitting stations (GDOP). phase stability
decreases with increasing range from a transmitter. partly because of a
decreasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNRI.
The following table by Beukers (1978) has been given to indicate how
the two navaids generally intercompare within their coverage areas:
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TABLE 7.1
Standard vector error of navaid winds

Navaid system

7.3

Wind accuracy (m S-I)
(90% of observations)

Averaging time
(minutes)

Loran-e

< 0.5
1 - 2

(ground wave)
(sky wave)

1
1

Omega

1 - 2
1 - 4

(daylight path)
(night path)

2
2

ARGOS

The position-location error is about 5 km and the velocity error
about 1. 5 m S-1 for integration intervals of about 90 minutes (i. e. for two
consecutive satellite overpasses) at the altitudes of the constant-level
balloons (COLBA).
For slow-moving drifting buoys (DRIBU) the positionlocation error figure is 0.5 - 10 km, depending on the drift speed and the
number of consecutive satellite overpasses available and used for the Doppler
solution.
7.4

INS (ASDAR)

The INS position-location error is usually well below 5 km.
It
depends on the aircraft flight-time.
The wind measurement accuracy is
1 - 2 m S-1 at cruising level.
The profiling accuracy depends on aircraft
manoeuvres and averaging intervals. Errors of several metres per second may
occur for such reasons.
Such conditions are well identified so that these
measurements will be deleted automatically.

'.
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QUALIFICATION LEVELS FOR OBSERVERS USING
NAVAID-BASED WIND-FINDING SYSTEMS
Current navaid-based synoptic wind-finding systems need not be
operated by qualified radiosonde operators, although the operators must be
specially trained on navaid signal-propagation aspects.
In future, when
systems are introduced which include built-in tests and automatic correction
procedures, the required qualification level of observers will decrease.
The
maintenance of such systems is also expected to be simpler because of an
improved modular construction and the reduced number of electromechanical
parts.
The mobilesonde system described in paragraph 6.1 is designed to make
use of effective built-in tests and an advanced station selection/deselection
algorithm so that no special operator training on the navaid signal-propagation
aspects will be required.
At a synoptic navaid-based upper-air station, however, a skilled
navaid operator will be employed in the future because he may significantly
contribute to a better overall yield as a result of his experience of
appropriate remedial action in the case of various unexpected equipment
malfunction or other signal degradations.
This operator gain will certainly
be reduced with the advent of hybrid wind-finding systems in which different
sensors back each other up.
However, various additional tasks can be
performed by the use of a low-cost intelligent work station which may also
justify recruitment in the future of highly skilled operator staff. Reference
is made to the system outlined in section 6.2 as well as to a general trend
towards integrated data-logging, communication and processing. systems.
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COST/PERFORMANCE ASPECTS OF WIND-FINDING SYSTEMS

The use of navaid-based wind-finding systems requires no expensive
stabilized platforms for operation on board mobile stations (e.g. cars, ships
or aircraft).
No free-horizon problem exists and no preset azimuth or
elevation angle values are required to follow the balloon from the beginning
of the launch.
The balloon contact will not be lost in heavy rain or snow
showers but, in some rare cases, charged rain droplets may interfere with the
sonde telemetry in such a way that the contact may disappear for a minute or
two.
This phenomenon is known as precipitation noise.
The wind-finding
accuracy remains almost constant through the whole sounding, in which respect
the navaid method is the most cost-effective.
Nevertheless, the vertical
resolution of wind profiles produced by Omega systems is quite poor for the
first 500 - 1 000 m from the Earth's surface because of uncentred smoothing
intervals. An Omega wind-finding system could therefore be augmented with a
low-cost direction-finding device.
Such hybrid systems would have the most
cost-effective overall performance characteristics (Lange, 1984).
The expanding capability and decreasing cost of computing hardware
have made for improved data quality and streamlined operational procedures at
lower overall cost for all upper-air sounding equipment.
This is not true to
the same extent with other wind-finding methods, because of the need for
moving mechanical parts (i.e. radars and radiotheodolites with steerable
aerials).
While radiosondes for navaid systems are produced at prices which are
almost competitive with conventional radiosondes, additional cost is incurred
for each flight.
For a wind-only sounding (PILOT) the height determination
should be based on hydrostatic computation so that a full pressure,
temperature and humidity (PTH)
radiosonde would be needed.
There are
wind-only navaidsondes on the market which use pressure-only radiosondes but
the winds are obtained with respect to pressure levels only. Thus, the height
values must be guessed by using other information sources (e.g. a TEMP
sounding made six hours before).
On the assumption that the radionavigation aids of Loran-G and Omega
will continue to be maintained by others, a remarkable simplification of user
equipment reponsibilities is expected to result from the choice of a navaid
system. Although a stable platform is not required for such systems, it may
be necessary to install a directional telemetry antenna to maintain an
adequate sonde-to-base-station communication link for some applications at
high geographical latitudes.
To allow use of a navaid signal immediately
after launch or to use the differential Omega technique, facilities must be
provided to receive navaid signals locally at the base station, which has been
normal practice with current navaid-based upper_air systems.
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